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A B S T R A C T

Plasma heating at electron cyclotron frequency by an ordi-
nary wave propagating at right angle to unidirectional mag-
netic field is treated. Injected microwave power is assumed to
be so large that relativistic change of electron gyrofrequency
during one flight through the wave beam is much greater
than inverse time of flight. The electron motion in the wave
field is described using Hamiltonian formalism in adiabatic
approximation. It is shown that energy coupling from the
wave to electrons is due to a bifurcation of electron trajectory
which results in a jump of the adiabatic invariant. The proba-
bility of bifurcational transition from one trajectory to ano-
ther is calculated analytically and is used for the estimation

of the beam power absorbed in plasma.

Адиабатическая теория нелинейного
электронного циклотронного нагрева плазмы

И.А. Котельников, Г.В. Ступаков

А Н Н О Т А Ц И Я

Рассматривается нагрев плазмы на электронной циклотрон-
ной частоте с помощью обыкновенной волны, распространя-
ющейся под прямым углом к магнитному полю. Предполага-
ется, что вводимая в плазму мощность настолько велика,
что релятивистское изменение циклотронной частоты элект-
рона за один пролет через волновой пучок значительно боль-
ше обратного времени пролета. Движение электрона в поле
волны описывается с помощью гамильтонова формализма и
при указанном условии является адиабатическим. Показано,
что передача энергии от волны электрону обусловлена
бифуркацией траектории движения электрона, сопровождаю-
щейся скачкообразным изменением адиабатического инвари-
анта. Аналитически вычислена вероятность бифуркационного
перехода с одной траектории на другую. Полученный резуль-
тат использован для вычисления мощности, поглощенной

электронами из микроволнового пучка.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma heating with microwave radiation is widely used in
many fusion experiments. For relatively small injected power the
relevant physical processes can often be described by a linear
theory. Wave propagation and absorption within the framework of
this theory are now well understood [1, 2]. However, using high-
power pulsed microwave sources such as free-electron lasers [3]
inevitably leads to nonlinear effects.

In this paper we continue studying nonlinear dynamics of elect-
rons interacting with an ordinary wave beam propagating at right
angle to unidirectional magnetic field [4]. We assume that 1) the
frequency of the wave w is close to the electron gyrofrequency ww,
|w — а>//|<Сш; 2) the electron gyroradius рн is small compared with
the wavelength, fcpw<Cl; 3) relativistic effects are small, a < c ; and,
at last, 4) the width of the beam / in the direction of the magnetic
field is relatively large so that the relativistic shift of the gyrofrequ-
ency Д{о//~<о//(ДцБ/тс2) due to the increase of transverse energy
liB is much greater than the inverse time of flight vz/l. The last
condition is characteristic of the adiabatic regime in which there
exists an adiabatic invariant / determining a single-valued depen-
dence of an electron energy on the wave amplitude [4].

Depending on the ratio АцВ/Те one can distinguish between two
subregimes: a strongly nonlinear one, when h\iB^>Te, and a weakly
nonlinear regime, when A.\iB^Te. The first regime has been studied
in Ref. [4]. Here we develop a general theory of adiabatic cyclotron
heating and apply it to the weakiy nonlinear regime.



2. NONLINEAR HAMILTONIAN

Interaction of an electron with an ordinary wave propagating at
right angle to the direction of magnetic field can be described by
the following Hamiltonian*'

with the equations of motion

dl__

dx д'ф

(2)

dx dl

Throughout this paper we use units such that | e | = m = c = l and
the following variables: the action / = цВ and the «slow» phase
1|з = Ф — b>t canonically conjugate to / (cp is the gyrophase), relative
frequency mismatch й=(а>// — ш)/шн, dimensionless wave amplitude
a = (kvz/-j2~b))E/B (where £ is the amplitude of the electric field in
the wave), dimensionless time т = ын1, and the gyrofrequency
ш„ = В(1—v2

2/2) of particle with / = 0. For the sake of simplicity a
is assumed to be positive. Negative values of a can be transformed
into the positive ones by changing the definition of the phase

For the constant wave amplitude, phase points move along lines
of the constant value of Ж in the phase plane /, t|). Their trajectori-
es are shown in Fig. 1 for different values of Q and a. Depending
on the magnitude of a, there may be one or three fixed points / = 0 ,
ij> = 0. The first one, a stable center 1, is placed at t|) = 0. It exists
for all values of a. Another couple of fixed points, stable center 2
and unstable hyperbolic point 3, are placed at ф = л. They appear
only if Q is positive and a is not large, а < 4 ( й / 3 ) 3 / 2 .

Choose the z coordinate in the direction of the magnetic field.
Taking into account finite width of the microwave beam in this
direction, one concludes that an electron passing through the beam
along a field line feels the amplitude a slowly changing in time.

g) Details ol the Hamiltonian description of electron motion in ordinary wave field
can be found in Ref. [4], Appendix I.
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The dependence of a on т for a given particle is obtained by substi-
tuting its coordinate z = v2x/h)H into the function a(z). In this case,
the Hamiltonian (1) is no more an integral of motion and, hence,
phase trajectories (now defined at a given z as lines of constant
Ж) also change in time. Transition of the particle from one trajec-
tory to another is governed by conservation of an adiabatic
invariant /,

ф (3)

The quantity (3) is conserved provided the period 2л/Aw of phase
motion is much smaller then characteristic time of the amplitude
changing

Д ш » у . (4)

From the conservation of / it follows that after crossing the beam a
particle comes back to its initial trajectory and, hence, does not
change its energy. However, this is true only if Q < 0 . For positive
Q, where the hyperbolic point 3 exists, the requirement (4) breaks if
the trajectory passes through the separatrix (which is the trajectory
coming through the hyperbolic point). In this case, the adiabatic
invariant changes by finite value. The magnitudes of / just before
and after the crossing of the separatrix are equal to the correspon-
ding areas in /, i|> plane. So we define areas S\ and S2 of the regi-
ons bounded by the separatrix and containing fixed points / and 2
respectively. We will also consider the region S3, lying over the
separatrix (see Fig. 1). The change &S3 of the area of this region is
evidently equal to — (ASi-f-AS2).

Let's calculate now the flux of particles from one region into
another. Note, first, that regions 2 and 3 have no common border
except for the only point 2. That is why the particle flux q23 between
these regions is equal to zero. We will show now that the fluxes 912
and q\3 from the region / into the regions 2 and 3, respectively, are

$h / = 2,3, (5)

where Жс is the value of the Hamiltonian at the separatrix, and
f{3£) is the distribution function of particles in the phase plane; in
the adiabaic approximation the later is ergodic and depends on Ж
only.
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Fig. 1. Phase trajectories for different values of ii, a:

a — Q < 0 , a = l f i ! 3 / 2 , the trajectories are qualitavely the same for other values of a; the other
pictures correspond to positive Q; Ь — a = 0.1Q3/2; с — a = 0.5Q3/2; d — a = 0.65Q3/2; e — a = 4

(Q/3)3/2 = 0.77Q3/2, the fixed points 2, 3 merge; / - a = Q3 / 2

For what follows it is useful to redefine the Hamiltonian in such
a way that it be zero at the separatrix, positive in the region / and
negative in the regions 2 and 3:

; а(т)) в ^ ' . •; Ф)) -XJ№)) • (6)

The direction in which a particle crosses the separatrix is deter-
mined by the sign of the derivative

4
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For ^ * > 0 , particles in a thin layer near the separatrix enter the
region / from regions 2 and 3, for ^ f < 0 particles move in the
opposite direction. For a differentially small time interval dx the
separatrix is crossed by the particles which at a given instant of



time т have the value of 3V in the range — 3Vdx<Ж<0 (for
яЬ>0) or 0 < ^ < — Жйт (for Ж<0). But the line J?=—WdT
determines the position of the separatrix Ж(1, г|з; a(x-|-e/x)) = 0 at
the moment x-f-dx. Hence the area of the strip between the lines
Ж=—Я?с1т and Л?=0 along the border of regions 1 and / (/ = 2,
3) is equal to the change of the area S, during the time interval dr.
From this it immediately follows that the Eq. (5) is valid if one
takes into account the above mentioned ergodicity of the distribution

— д ЯР
function. Expressing the phase area dldty as dldWj—— =

охр

&d, we find

(7)

where the integral is taken in the direction of particle motion along
that part of the separatrix which bounds the region /. To calculate
the integral (7) one should express the amplitude a in terms of the
action /c at the hyperbolic point using the following relation

а=2л[Тс (Q-lc) (8)

which follows directly from the equation ty = 0 at г|з = л. Note that
the hyperbolic point exists only when lc lies in the range
Q / 3 < / c < Q . At / c =Q/3 it merges with the stable centre (see
Fig. le) and both disappear, whereas at /C = Q the amplitude a
vanishes. Using parametrization (8) it is easy to show that

and that

along the separatrix. Using

/=a"y/ si
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after simple algebra one get

J^- = -[h(I)dI, (9)
d\na }

'mtn

.-,-,-:/. (10)
din a I

where

The function sign(/ — /с) appears in (9), (10) as the result of can-
cellation of |/ — /c | in the numerator and the denominator. Making
the integration one finds that the integrals (9), (10) are equal to
each other:

=

Kence

dS, o d S 2 4 (3/ c -Q) 3 / 2

dlc dlc lc (Q-/c)1 / 2 ' . [ l

Integrating (11) yields

S,(/c)=4nfl-2S2(/c),

U — I с

Expressing Ic through a from (8) one can find S\ and S1 + S2 as
functions of the amplitude a. These dependences are shown in
Fig. 2.

Consider now an electron passing through the beam. Suppose
that before entering the beam it had an energy /0 and correspon-
ding value of Уо=2л/о. At the beam front, the amplitude a slowly
grows from 0 up to a maximum value a™». The particle will cross
the separatrix at the moment when Jo = S2 (provided / 0 < 2 n Q ) or



when /o = Si + S2 (if 2 л й < / 0 < 4 л й ) . The amplitude a and the
parameter Ic at this moment we denote by a» and /, respectively
(see Fig. 2). The value /» is determined from the following equation

- (13)

If a m a x < a = 2V/»(Q —/.) or / 0 > 4лй, the particle does not cross
the serapatrix and the adiabatic invariant is conserved, A/ = 0. For

2-

1-

0

J

S,*S2

(and / 0 < 4 л й ) the particle
initially moving in the region 2 or 3
is trapped (with 100 per cent proba-
bility) into the region / which is ex-
panded as the amplitude a increases.

At the back front the amplitude a
decreases from a™* down to 0. The
particle under consideration crosses
the separatrix once again at a = a*.
Now it passes from first region into
the second or third one. Since S<i = S3

„ t h e probabilities to be trapped into
-, any of these regions are equal to

each other and, hence, equal to 50
1 a n per cent*5. If the particle returns to

0.0 a» 0.5
Fig. 2. Plots of areas S
Si + S 2 . The point of intersection of
the curve with the line /=; 0 =const the region it started from, its value
corresponds to the crossing of the of / and energy is not changed. But

sep'aratrix. jf ц j s trapped into the other region

its adiabatic invariant changes by А/ = 4лй—2/o and hence its
energy at final state (outside the beam) is changed by Д/ = Д//2л
as compared with the initial energy /0. Averaging over the equal
probability of both final states one finds the change in particle
energy:

- {
Q — /o if / 0 <2Q and
0 if / 0>2Q or

x > a . , (14)

The equations (8), (11) — ( 1 4 ) give a complete solution to the prob-
lem of adiabatic crossing of the separatrix for the Hamiltonian (1).

*' This conclusion does not contradict to the results of Refs [5,6) where trapping
into the region 2 was due to the changing of the magnetic field along the field line.
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3. PLASMA HEATING

Having calculated the mean energy change for a single electron
after passing through the beam we can now calculate the amount of
absorption. Because of magnetic field inhomogeneity in the direction
of beam propagation the width of the resonant zone is finite. To
obtain analytical results we constrain ourse'-?s to the case when
the power absorbed in this zone is small compared with the beam
power. In this case, the wave amplitude is almost constant in the
direction of beam propagation. Choose this direction as the x-axis.

The absorbed power is equal to the amount of energy brought
out of the beam in unit time by electrons streaming along the mag-
netic field. Every electron brings out the energy Д/ on the average
which depends on electron initial velocity because v± and vz enters
/o and a. In a single-transit regime the electron distribution function
is Maxwellian

with given density n and temperature Te- The energy flux that the
electrons bring out of the beam is

dv±, (15)
о о

where the factor 2 takes into account the contribution of the partic-
les with negative vz. Though the upper limits of integration in (15)
are formally infinite, Д/ vanishes outside the interval

~̂~ 2

where £ is a function of vz. For
1/2

Bw

this function is implicitly given by the formulae

~ 2яй ' lh'
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(this corresponds to the interval Q / 3 < / . <.Q), and

for vz greater_than the right hand side of (16). The energy flux Q
as well as A/ depends on the frequency mismatch Q and on the
maximum amplitude £max at a given field line but it does not
depend on the wave profile along the magnetic field. In the small
vicinity of the resonant point, |JC| <CB/I V B\ =L, the magnetic field
В can be considered as a linear function of x:

so that Q.=x/L — vl/2. Putting this into (15) and integrating along
x one finds the power absorbed in plasma per unit length in the у
direction. Using the variables

Q I.

the result takes the form
/ О с ,п / OR,.xT \

(17)
f J Г, 2 -7-5/2, аг(2Вн>Те\

\ dxQ=^~ nTe' L& — — ,
where

-БНЗЕ-1) exp[-v2p3C(l-£)2]X
1/3

X(acha — sh a) + ехрГ— — v2H(pch p — sh

In the limit 25о>Ге</г£тах Eq. (17) reduces to the result of
Ref. [4]:

In the opposite limit, 2B(oTe^>kEmax, we find
3/2
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For a given beam profile one can calculate all power absorbed by
plasma

Pab=\dy\dxQ.

If, for example, £max has a Gaussian profile.

then in the above mentioned limits we get

So

/ bF \ 3'2

Pab=\,56nTeLl [—) ,

respectively.
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